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Abstract. The decomposition of the regular representation of the Poincare group
into irreducible representations is given.

I

We denote by (a, A) any element of the Poincare group ̂ , where α is
a 4-Translation and Λ an element of the Lorentz group G. In the following,
we shall not distinguish between G and its universal covering SL(2, C).
The multiplication law in 0* is given by :

K, A) K, A) = K + A^2> A A) . (i)
We consider the Hubert space $P , the elements of which are functions

with square modulus integrable with respect to Haar measure. The
mapping

/(«,/!) ̂ H/(α + Λ«0,/Ll0) (2)

defines a unitary representation of ̂ , the so-called right regular represen-
tation. In this work, we shall explicitly decompose this representation
into irreducible components.

We set:
I (a, A) = f f ( a , Λ) e-

ίΛ-1(l'd da (3)

where a b is the Lorentzian scalar product. Now :

dά (4)

(5)

Therefore, equation (3) defines an isometric mapping of Jti? into <&,
Hubert space, the elements of which are functions with square modulus
integrable with respect to measure da dΛ.

Transformation (2) induces in 3& ':
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Let, generally, Ωm be the hyperboloid:

and, if m2 > 0, let Ω^, Ωm be superior and inferior sheets of Ωn

We set:
/m.(Λ, Λ) = /(α, A) for d ζ Ωmί m2 < 0 1

/=£,(«, /I) = /(α, /I) for α ζ β±, m2 > 0 .j

Now, taking into account equation (6), we have:

fm*(d, Λ) -̂ H eia*'Afm*(A^&, ΛΛ0]

and, obviously:

(7)

(8)

f\f(ά,Λ)\*dάdΛ = ~

- f\l-*(ά,Λ}\*dσ-(ά}d

ϊ,Λ)\*da+(ά)dΛ +

(9)

, (α, (ά) dΛ

where cZσ^ (α), dσ~ (a), dσm (a) are invariant measures for Ω^, Ω~ and Ωm

respectively. This shows that the representation of & defined by (6) is
a direct integral of representations defined by (8). Our problem will now
be resolved if we reduce these simpler representations.

II

First, we study, the representation corresponding to /^2 (a, A),
denoted now, in short, by φ(ά, Λ). These functions are defined on
Ω+ x G and have square modulus integrable with respect to invariant
measure dσ+ (a) dΛ.

We can associate to each a ζ jQ+ the matrix
A 0

, λ > 0, the

if -4 =

α jί

y 0

α β

7 a
Λ 0

t Λ-1

, we have :*

-j
AI U
f j-lbi Λ!

^
w v

— t; ur :,^>o, « » + H « = I
and we write:

element in SL(2, G) which transforms the apex Q0 of Ω+ ([!]) into a.

(10)

(Π)

[λ', ζ',««') (12)

A/ ° flSΪJ, Λ,_! (W}

Taking (8) into account, we deduce:

^C.αf.βJ^Heί-' 'J

where λ', C'> '̂ &re defined by:

u v
V U

λ 0 α0 ft
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On the other side, one etablish easily, if dσ+ (a) = — — :
W* Λ

u (14)

where dζ(dζ1) denotes the surface element in the complex plane of
ζ (d), and du is the invariant measure on SU(2). From this result, we
deduce that the representation of ̂ , denned by (8) is a direct integral of
the representations defined by (12).

Since Fλι ζι (λ, ζ, u) is of square modulus integrable on SU(2) for
almost all λv ζl9 λ, ζ, we shall write ([2]) :

=Σ Σ Σ
S j=—sf=—8

(15)

where s runs over all integers or half-integers and where D* ; / (u) denotes
the customary matrix element of the $£7(2) representation D8. From
(12), we associate to each (α0, Λ0) the transformation:

+s

Σ (16)

which is one possible form for the unitary irreducible representation of
0* with mass m and spin s ([!]). Taking into account orthogonality
relations for the Djj>(u), we have:

and this finishes the reduction into irreducible components for the
representation of (8) corresponding to f£* (α, A).

Obviously, we can proceed in the same way for the representation (8)
corresponding to /^ (α, A). Therefore, we have studied the case m2 > 0
in its entirety.

Ill

Now, we consider the case m2 < 0. First, we must notice that for

almost all elements A =

α β

y
a b

a
0 1

— 1 0
λ 0
ζ λ-

, we can write :

|β| _[&| =l, β =

which is true for |ό|2 — |jS|2 φ 0, or:

α β
γ δ

0
— 1 0 b a

(18)

(19)

which is true for |α|2— \β\2 φ 0 ([6]).

If Q0 ζ Ωm has coordinates (0, 0, 0, m) we can associate to each point
a ζΩm) the new coordinates (ε, λ, ζ) which, from (18), label a right coset
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otSL(2,C) with respect toSU(l,l). Writing now:

λ 0 -1 0 1
— 1 0

A! 0
d *-

-1 0 1
-1 0

a b

b a , εt = 0, 1 (20)

we shall define F(εi)λι>ζι} (ε, λ, ζ, a) by:

where a is the matrix
a b

b a

α 0
y ό (21)

in the right member of (20) and where (ε, λ, ζ)

corresponds to a. To simplify, we omit the index m2.
Transformation (8) gives:

JWw (ε. ^ C, «) ̂ ^ e*--' ί1 ,̂ w (ε', λ', ζ', aa') (22)

where ε', Λ/, f, α' are defined by:

λ 0
ί λ

0 1

— 1 0

α' δ'

δ' ef

0 l ie'

— 1 O1

λ' 0

On the other hand, one established immediately with dσm(ά) — -pry :
lαo|

2 \~~T / Cv ΛΛ (t LI \--ι Γ
> I -1- O J > / / O O \

- "^Z^J ^ ef i iJ ^ '

where da is Haar measure for SU(1, 1). Therefore, the representation of
0* defined by (8) is a direct integral of the representations defined by (22).

Now, from (23), Fεiiλι>ζι (ε, λ, ζ, d) has square modulus integrable on
SU(I, 1) for almost all λ, ζ, λv ζv We can thus write (cf. Appendix for
the notations):

= Σ / X

X Σ Σ Σ

and from (2.2) obtain the transformations:

'̂/ίci (ε> ^? C; ρ, ^) ̂ ^ eίa
+ 00

' \Γ~' TΛ / ~l \' 2j Dmv(a>Q>η)
<p= — oo

%^

\ '

Taking account of equation (A.6) in the Appendix, it is obvious that
our study of the case m2 < 0 is complete, because, in (24) and (25), we
recognize one possible form for the unitary irreducible representation of
& with imaginary mass, induced by the representation D(ά, ρ, η) and

D± (a,~\ of the little group SU(I, 1).
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IV

In the following / (a, A) is an infinitely often differentiable function
with compact support. If T+ (s> mϊ (a, Λ) denotes the operators of the
unitary irreducible representation of 0* with mass m, spin s, corresponding
to Ω^ , we consider the operator :

fdadΛ T+(s>™)(a,Λ)-lf(a,Λ) . (26)

The T+(s>mϊ(a,Λ) acts on Hubert space of functions h^d),
—s^i ^s, such that:

As transformation law, we have :

i
where uf and a! are defined by:

Here, Λ& denotes the matrix

ΛάΛ0 = a1 Ay.
λ o

which transforms Q0 into α. We have

now:
/ da dΛ f(a, A) Γ+ («."»)(«, Λ)-1 hs(d)

= fdadΛ /(α, Λ) e-
iΛ'la'AΣ ^VK"1) ^(&ύ

¥
with

ΛάΛ~l = ̂ Γ1^

If we choose as a new variable in the right member of (27) :

Λ0

and notice that :

we can write

f da dΛ f (a, Λ) T+ (*>™ϊ (a, Λ)-1 h, (a)

Λ^uΛ,) D]Ί(ύ)\ x hr(&J (28)

, d, m, s) hf (a,) .

—

From orthogonality relations between the D*j>(u) and taking into
account equations (11), (15), we conclude immediately:

^t'Cx /./'fr ί) = ™2(2* + 1) ̂ (̂ί, αι; m, 5)

and it is easy to prove that Kf W"> (a, dl9 m, s) is the kernel for a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator.
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It is obvious that we can treat in the same way unitary irreducible
representations corresponding to Ω^. We denote by Kf~^^(ά} αx; m, s)
the corresponding kernel. For the representations with imaginary mass

induced by representations D(α; ρ, η) and jD± ία; -^\ of the little group,

we can apply a similar procedure with the modifications implied by the
particular parametrization of Ωm and the Plancherel measure on S U (1 , 1).
One can repeat word by word the preceding reasoning, as one will easily
see if one takes, as point of departure, a form of representations similar to
(24) and (25). We always obtain thus kernels for Hubert -Schmidt
operators.

This being said, we wish now to express / (α, Λ) in terms of its com-
ponents. First of all, we have :

(29)

0

We give detailed calculations for the first term in the right member
the other terms can be treated in the same way. We can write :

/ /+ (a, Λ) e""'" da+ (a) = / da+ (a) /+ (d, Λ^

= / dσ+ (d) /+. (a, A? ΰΛ&) e™ *> (30)

by the definition of the ΛΛ'a. Then :

/ dσ+ (d) /+ (ά, Λ) έΛ-l« " = Σ (2β + 1) X
S

X Σ ^fdσ+(d) KfW(&, d,; m, s) D*Ί(ΰ) eία'^
ί, ;'

and Λβl9 u, Λ^ are such that

Λάί-Λ = ύ Λd.
Now, let us consider :

T+ <s>™> (α, Λ) f dα' dΛ' f (αf, Λf) T+ (s>™> (αf, Λ')~l .
We have :

Γ+ («.«*) (α, Λ) f dα' dΛ' f(α', Λ'} T+C,") (α'f Λ')-1 ^(d)

= T+ (••«) (α, Λ)Σf άβm (&ι) Kf~MΊ (Λ, %; m, s) fyfa)

( , αι; m ,

where u' , ά! are defined by:
ΛάΛ = u'ΛΛ .
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From this follows:

Σ f dσ+ (A) KfW(a, αι; m, s) D}Ί(V) έ*^
;,;'

= TrT+<*.*»>(«, A) f da' dΛf f(a', Λ'} T+('>">(«', Λ')-

= Tr / da? dΛ' f ( a t A ) (a', Λ') T+ C.«) (α', /I')"1

where f(atA) (a'> Λ'} is the right-translated by (a, Λ) of f ( a ' , Λ f ) :

f(a,Λ)(a',Λ') = f(a'+Λ'a,Λ'Λ).

If we denote by T+(s»m>(/) the quantity:

TrJ/ία',^.') T+< >m)(a',A')da'dA'

we can write finally, taking into account the unitary properties:

With similar calculations for the other terms in the right member of
(30), we obtain (cf. Appendix):

o
0

(3D

i 1

f -^ Σ_

0

0

with obvious notations.
In particular, for a — 0, Λ. = e :
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Finally, denoting by Kf (s,m), K^ (s, m) , Kf(ρ,η, ίm) and Kf \-^,im\

the operator corresponding to kernels connected to representations
appearing in (31), (32), we obtain, applying the same calculations to (5)
and (9) :

f\f(a,Λ)\*dadΛ (33)

Σ (2* + 1) / m2 dm* Tr#± (*, m) K± (s, m)* +

y-^jΓ f— oo

0

As the infinitely often differentiable functions with compact support
are dense in the Hubert space of functions with square modulus integrable
on ̂ , (33) is still true for all such functions. So, (31) and (33) contain the
essential results concerning the Fourier transform on ̂ , this last being
understood as in Guelfand's work ([7]).

Appendix

On unitary representation in principal series of $£7(1, 1) and Plancherel
formula

a) Continuous representations in the principal series. Let 3? be the
Hubert space the elements of which are functions f(φ) such that:

T\f(ψ)\Λdφ<o0.

Let us associate to each element a =
a b

b a
of S£7(1,1) the trans-

formation

f(φ)^(be^ + άf2+^-i(be-^ + a)^--ί-if(φf)==D(d')ρ,η)f(φ) (A.I)

where ρ > 0, η = 0 or 1 and φr is given by:

* - betφ + a

(A.I) defines a unitary irreducible representation of S U ( 1 , I ) for
which Casimir's operator has the value:

1 , 02
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If η — 0, one obtains representations, isomorphic to representation

in Bargmann's work and, if η = 1, to representations C^2ίq > -j-1 .

We take as a norm in 3f ', Bargmann's value :

b) Discrete representation in the principal series. Let ffl s be the
Hubert space the elements of which are functions /(f), analytic in the
disk |f| < 1, and such that:

Let us associate to each element α=
a b
b a

of SU(l, 1) the trans-

formation

t(ζ) -> (bζ + α)- / (|f±l) = #+ (a; I) /(£) (A.2)
or the transformation :

f(ζ) -> (δC + α)- / (^~) = D- (a; |) /(f) . (A.3)

We define thus unitary irreducible representations isomorphic to
representations Z> 2̂ in Bargmann's work.

We take as a norm in ̂ s> Bargmann's value :

( ,j _ ι /» \ 4-1/2*-
The discrepancies between our formulas and those of BABGMAISΠSΓ

come from the dissimilar action of the group on homogeneous spaces
(unit circle, unit disk): in our representation the group acts from the
right.

c) Plancherel formula and regular representation ([4], [5]). Let
Dntm(d; ρ, η) be matrix elements of D(d; ρ, η) in the orthonormal basis

eίnξ, — oo <: n <: _j_ oo an(j jet D^m I^ ΊΓ) ^e πiatrix elements of

D± (a; y) in the orthonormal basis ( ,™l+~^ , j1/2^^ n = 0, 1, ____ It

result from Bargmann's work that this set of function is a complete
system in the Hubert space whose elements are functions with square
modulus integrable on 8 U ( I , 1). Let φ(d) be such a function; for almost
all α, we can write

CO

Σ Σ f dρφnm(ρ,η}Dnm(a; ρ,η) +
=o,ι »,m=-oo Q (A.4)
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According to orthogonality relations between matrix elements we
have:

nm (ρ, 0) = ρ th ^j-fddφ(d) Dn,m (a, ρ, 0)

Further

nm(Q, 1) = Q cth- ddφ(d

U (y) = (s-l) f d

(A.5)

Σ

s = l w o » (1) 2+ #ί« (I)

+

(A.6)

If we replace φ(d) by its translated φ(ad0)) the coefficients in A.5
become, taking into account unitarity and invariance of da:

Σ
= — oo

So, for n fixed, vector functions ^n,w(ρ,^), ^m ίy) transform

according to irreducible representations of SU(1, 1) and this with A.6,
resolves the problem of decomposing the right regular representation of
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